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ADMINISTRATIVE COURT UPHOLDS THE SANCTIONS AGAINST PREDATORY PRICING IN THE STUDENT AGENCY CASE

by the Agency, the transactions did not 
go through as such conditions made the 
transactions less attractive to buyers. The 
entity’s choice regarding the reversal of 

O
n 25 September 2014, in 
compliance with a decision by 
the Supreme Administrative 
Court in October 2013, the 

Brno Administrative Court varied its prior 
judgment and confirmed a decision of the 
Czech Antitrust Office from 2011, which 
involved the Antitrust Office’s first sanctions 
against predatory pricing in the history of 
Czech Antitrust Law (Act 143/2001 Coll). 

The case is already more than six years old: 
Student Agency, the dominant operator of 
public passenger bus services between the 
two largest Czech cities, Praha and Brno, was 
found to have used predatory pricing during 
a relatively short time span of about three 
months in 2007 and 2008. Student Agency 
had reduced the fare for the journey, which 
is more than 200km, to about €2 one-way 
(creating the cheapest available ticket) after 
a competitor, ASIANA, entered the market 
offering very low introductory fares (also 
in the range of €2) in order to gain market 
awareness. The fare charged by Student 
Agency was increased back to its previous 
levels once ASIANA had withdrawn from the 
relevant route.

The Czech Antitrust Office was able to 
prove, using internal emails of Student 
Agency, that the intention of the fare 
reduction on this particular route was aimed 

at eliminating its much smaller and financially 
weaker competitor from the relevant route – 
which it eventually succeeded in doing. The 
Antitrust Office was also able to prove that the 
fare was below average variable cost.

Using its internal economic analysis, a 
market definition that was widely discussed 
in the Czech media (coach transport 
between Praha and Brno was held to be a 
different market from railway transport – a 
definition that was originally refused by the 
Brno Administrative Court), and relying 
on the fact that the prices could not be 
defended under cost principles by the largest 
Czech coach company, the Czech Antitrust 
Office issued its fine. 

Other than the interesting issues of 
economic analysis and definition of the 
relevant market, the case is noteworthy for 
another reason: it could be a breakthrough in 
private enforcement in the Czech Republic. 

ASIANA has, in the meantime, sued 
Student Agency for more than CZK 23m 
(about four times the fine issued by the 
Antitrust Office) for damages caused 
by its foreclosure from the market. The 
proceedings have at present been adjourned 
while expert opinions are gathered, but 
it might be expected that a decision in 
administrative proceedings will serve to 
establish a relevant breach of the law and give 
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anti-competitive effects in transactions has 
been mainly to impose structural conditions 
consisting of the divestiture of certain assets 
or lines of business.
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grounds for damages. 
The major issue to be awaited with interest 

in the Czech antitrust community (unless the 
civil case is ended by settlement) is whether 
damages will be granted by a civil court to 
the victim of an abuse of dominant position 
and, in particular, to what degree lost profit 
will be considered. 

Any judgment by a civil court could lead to 
a wave of antitrust damages litigation, despite 
high court fees (five per cent of the amount 
claimed) and the long duration of court 
proceedings. The case has a certain irony that 

the alleged infringing party, Student Agency, 
may then use any such judgment as precedent 
for damage claims against Czech Railways, 
which it claims has used predatory pricing and 
other abuses of a dominant position against it.

Price-fixing and market sharing agreement 
within a franchise chain

On 25 June 2014, the Danish Competition 
Council (the ‘Council’) decided a case on 
price-fixing and market sharing between 
franchisees in the Danish markets for the sale, 
repair and maintenance of milking systems.

The Council found that the franchise 
owner, Lely Scandinavia, along with four 
franchisees, had infringed Article 6 of the 
Danish Competition Act and Article 101 
of the Treaty on the Functioning of the 
European Union by agreeing to fix prices 
and share markets for milking systems. The 
agreement included, inter alia, a ban on 
passive sales outside the territory assigned 
to each franchisee. The Council ordered the 
parties to amend their business practices.

Pending possible appeals, the Council may 
request that the Danish State Prosecutor for 
Serious Economic and International Crime 
prosecutes the parties. The Danish competition 
authorities cannot impose sanctions without 
involving the public prosecutor.

Fine for resale price maintenance in the 
appliances industry

In July 2014, Witt Hvidevarer, a Danish 
distributor of kitchen appliances, accepted 
a fine of approximately €150,000 proposed 
by the Danish Public Prosecutor for 
Serious Economic and International Crime 

for infringing Article 6 of the Danish 
Competition Act and Article 101 of the Treaty 
of the Functioning of the European Union.

In addition, two senior members of the 
company’s management each accepted fines 
of approximately €2,500. 

The infringements concerned imposing 
resale prices on some of the company’s 
dealers, as well as the prevention of parallel 
imports and passive sales.

Cartel charges against Danish 
construction companies

In a major cartel case in the construction 
industry, the Danish Public Prosecutor 
for Serious Economic and International 
Crime has filed charges against 33 building 
contractor companies for their involvement 
in one of the largest ever cartels in Denmark. 
The case concerns the alleged breach 
of competition law by the coordination 
of bid prices on both private and public 
construction projects. 

In July 2014, in a test case, a company 
was fined DKK 2.2m (reduced from DKK 
6m, in view of the company’s financial 
situation) whilst a leading employee was 
fined DKK 25,000. 

In October 2014, the Public Prosecutor 
stated in a press release that it had issued fine 
notices to 25 companies amounting to a total 
of more than DKK 27m.
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